The Brothers Four Go Big Time

There is, of course, no truth to the silly slogan that housewives rejoice in exciting: "Be back in time to pin the woman." To accept that view of history, one would have to assume that if only Leonardo da Vinci had married, he might really have made something of himself.

But behind more than one great man, there have been women up-to-good. And as Adam had Eve and Marc Anthony had Cleopatra, so the Brothers Four had their calculating cheerleaders. Except in their case, it was no time for retribution when the female strategists took fire.

In the fall of 1958, there was no such thing as The Brothers Four. There were simply these four guys, Mike Kirkland, Bob Fleck, John Paine and Dick Foley, who were brothers in the same fraternity at the University of Washington. They had already started singing together, but it was strictly for laughs: thing to do at parties when the beer began to run out.

The first time their friends, this cheerleader, got a wild idea and called them up. Disdaining her voice, she identified herself as the secretary to the manager of a popular night spot in Seattle. After dueling their senses with the usual feminine flattery, she invited them to drop by the club the next day for an audition.

So the next day the four of them loaded their instruments down to the establishment where their first test was held by an entrances manager that no one from the club had called. Furthermore, he had no sections. But since they were there, with their instruments and all, he decided to give them a listen.

They were hired, of course, and up until then they neglected to take themselves seriously as singers. The Brothers Four suddenly began to think in terms of a professional career. Not long after that, they were "discovered" by their manager, Mart Lewis, and were singing their way to the fame and fortune they have enjoyed since their very first re no. "Greensleeves," sold more than a million copics. For as the cheerleader, whose practical joke touched off this avalanche of success, she would be the first to warn other girls who plan a weekend in a Galaxy, that while the hobby pin may be a sword, it cuts both ways.

There Are the Brothers Four

When a full-length hit has the Big Time with astonishing ease and consistently remains at the top in a field of fierce, fiercely competitive, there is temptation to ask: what's so special about them?

The answer, in the case of The Brothers Four, is a delightful, if Iively simple one: their appeal is genuine.

Whether they are lugging that up to their own special version of "New Frankie and Johnny," or lamenting, with intense severity, "25 Minutes To Go," The Brothers Four manage to cut through the ethnic barriers inherent in folk music and strike a common chord with music lovers of all ages and all races.

They are admired by the caotic pedestal of frequent coffeehouse fans, those assorted of folk singing in its most ethenocentric forms; they are the favorites of a college generation that is necessarily hip than any other in our nation's history and if called upon to do so, they can win an approving nod from the squares who know nothing about folk music.

This ability to appeal to all kinds of audiences is a rare gift. Call it commercial, if you must, but it is only in a refined and sadly disdored society that the term "commercial" — which means a responsiveness to popular taste — takes on a derogatory meaning. (Shakespeare, after all, was commercial in his age, as was Beethoven in his.)

Kelley Receives Barnard Garden Award

Lowell Technological Institute freshman William F. Kelley, of Waltham, Mass., has been named recipient of the Barrett B. Garden Award of 1967.

The scholarship is presented annually to the freshman matriculating at the institute who acheived the highest score in in the mathematics section of the Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College Entrance Examination Board.

The award is sponsored yearly by Barrett B. Garden, '14, President of the Lowell Tech Board of Trustees.

Gym Opening

January 3, 1967

Under New Personnel

In a recent meeting with Mr. Everett Olsen, it was announced that the new gym will be open to students and faculty on Monday, January 6, 1967, under a new slate of officers. Dr. Herbert Orchard has been named director of the Physed Department of the Institute. Mayor E. P. Kelley has named Edward P. Kinney, Jr., as text officer.

Dr. Orchard has received his degree in Education and Physical Education from Harvard University. After a year of travel in Europe for the past 2 years, he returned to the United States and went on to Columbia for his master's degree and to Springfield College for his doctorate. A noted figure in the realm of collegiate wrestling, Dr. Orchard has served on the Olympic Wrestling Committee and has received the Helms Foundation Wrestling Hall of Fame Award.

A local man, Grant Corwin, has been named the manager of the new Olympic size pool. He has served the past 14 years as the director of the Lowell YMCA swimming program. He will be working with other new personnel in utilizing the pool as part of a comprehensive program of student physical fitness.

The pool will be open to students and faculty at all times. A track and field program will be conducted under the direction of Mr. Kinney, who will be assisted by W.T. Smith, the former track coach at the Institute.

Everett Olsen and Dan Ivers were named the program director and assistant director of the pool, respectively. In addition to Swim Club, the program will include water sports, aerobics, and water aerobics.

A new addition to the staff will be Mr. L.T.I.'s own wild swimming dog, who will be accompanied by the athletic director, and Coach Olsen, who will coordinate the physical education program.

This past week, the athletic department initiated its program for Olympic Sports at the opening of the new pool and fitness center. "This is an exciting time to be at L.T.I.," said the athletic director, "in the midst of building up our facilities at a rapid pace."

1. Swimming test to be given to members of the L.T.I. Swimmers and the eventual formation of swimming and water polo clubs will be discussed.

2. Members of the L.T.I. Swimmers are available at all times to assist residents who are interested in using the facilities available.
The text is too large to display here. It seems to be a page from a magazine or a newspaper, discussing various topics such as education, policy, and politics. The text contains paragraphs of prose, which are typical of written journalism or commentary. Without more context or a specific question, it's difficult to summarize the content accurately. If you need a specific part of the text, please provide the exact location or a question about the text. Otherwise, I would recommend reading the full article to get a better understanding of its content.
FRATERNITY NEWS

PI LAMDA PHI

Well, it's that time of year again and the Brothers of Pi Lamda would like to wish everyone a Merry Christmas and a very good New Year. Speaking of the holiday spirit the brothers would like to thank Buffalo Baptists, Mr. Drake, Eye and Body, for the tree.

This is always the time for Santa and gifts so the brothers are having a Christmas Party for our neighbors children. In fact everything wanted to play Santa, even Dora, but the little one in red will never change.

Ms. Eric has some success at the House on the Hill. The house had many visitors on Friday and we hope they enjoyed themselves. I know they did.

Doesn't anyone believe in signs? If you did you wouldn't have to worry for the Am I have M.P. shown by two of their members. By the way I K.C. check your wheel carefully. Speaking of cars we have a 1965 Ford Falcon which recently stamina tested the 1000 mile mark.

CONGRATULATIONS. to our bowling team on their first victory. They receive 5 out of 6 points Paul Cole had the high score of 146 and was followed closely by Tom Lan. Keep it up boys.

It seems that our holiday spirit has taken a hit. He is a poor little fellow who has been programmed to come out with a "Big Red Ox".

Now let's look at Dear Alfie. If you were to compile a list of the things that has done, but not this past week, you could write a book. But after many hours been presented upon me to take in some of these one are.

I'm sure if it is not too much trouble he would like to thank John L. for his gift. The brothers will put it good service in good shape and do what Fred asked.

Hermes

OMICRON PI

I don't believe it— I saw Ogee with a girl during Mill Ball — Ha and for a Vietnamese party — laughter but she had that signature! Hatchet and Clot, and others — they're gone.

(Event) I'm not saying that anything is a certainty — I thought getting educated at the Vietnamese was — It's been. Congratulations are in order for Willie's — she was $29.50 a week.

(Yes) — they would be pretty good without all of the men — So far all are.

Ome, when are you going to tell Marianne the truth about what happened last week?

Up to now we've had three brothers on the basketball team. We've had three brothers — basketball team will have an all-star game and all of you are invited to attend.

Nort, I don't mind you borrowing our stuff, but please start returning it.

— We're getting more than we deserve in our jackets, but we can't borrow our own clothes.

Do you remember the last time you had a red heart?

Pad managed to throw a shoe in the city — he just couldn't wait — I thought Lewis was easy, but I think it was just the same thing — saying "once a criminal always a criminal" is true. I'm sorry Harvey — I'm not saying this.

(Yes) — my wallet was taken — somebody fixed it in his girl's car — Bruce, these scoundrels are gross datapad again if you don't do anything.

PHI GAMMA PSI

017 hit us hard last week. Christmas didn't go as well with Tom. Implications to Jim were badly or they were unhappy received. The Squash Entries Trophy was taken over by FB. Bob was a little perturbed, however he decided to do a little 'toughening'. Has anyone seen him the cruising around.

I hope the attraction between the education majors is deeper than it is at first apparent. Any effects could be due to the fact that it is just the beginning of the semester run.

I am not interested in the first half of this letter to the U.S. National interests and Vietnamese

Is it true that the population of the north intakes 500,000 and the south intakes 250,000 lives? Or do we just see a sad face on a sad face for so many people?

With all the Christmas and holidays I'm sure that the city of Buffalo is a very happy place.

The City of Buffalo is a very happy place.

Happy New Year to you all.

Hermes
AATT News

Duncan, Prancer, Vans and the rest of your favorite rein-
ning reindeer fleet will have a
European tour this Christmas
as Santa’s littlest friends from
New York to London can
travel the 2,000 miles in
just 24 hours — and often
different routes.

This combination of the
air and the sea will make
the 13,000 teddy bears identi-
ally needed for a Santa’s
Christmas at the North
dackbar or a surprise at
home. The white process
could mean a lot if the
time to travel is almost
incredible simple. A phone
call can launch a trip —
transportation for the
next day. Your ship-
mant is rushed to the
airport to meet the first
flight of any online
line and the
the next

SANTA JOINS THE JET SET!

The THE TEXT

On February 1, 1930, a new format was originated at the Lowell Textile School, in the appearance of The Text, which had for its aims and objective, as stated in the first issue, the following:

1. Our first and most important aim is to create and produce a student publication for the members of the Textile School.
2. To form some kind of a connecting link between the present student, the faculty, and the alumni.
3. To make our school name better known and popular among the students of other schools.
4. To give to all students, instructors, and alumni a chance to express through our paper any facts which they may have, that would be of interest to Textile men.

5. We do not wish to take the place of the yearly book, be merely get out a paper each week, which we think is the only way to keep the interest of students and faculty.

During the remainder of the school year of 1929 the paper appeared weekly. Beginning in the fall and up until the present time, the school has been publishing weekly, while after much consideration on the part of management, the school decided to change to a bi-weekly paper. We feel that we can truly say that we have accomplished and are accomplishing each and every one of our aims since the beginning of the school year.

As for the future, we look forward to the best of our abilities to continue the same program next year.

What are the hopes of The Text? These we enumerate as follows:

1. That we shall continue the fulfilling of our five "aims and objects" as set forth in our first issue, and to see that the staff of editors and contributors work towards that end.
2. That the school continues to grow, the paper shall be ready with it, becoming a weekly again in the near future.
3. That no staff will ever try to use the paper for the benefit of one person or one group and that we shall maintain the spirit of impartiality, as we have endeavored heretofore.
4. That The Text will grow better and better year after year.

THE "84" SANDWICH SHOP

TEXILES AVENUE

Open 11:00 A.M. — Midnight

Pizza - Roast Beef - Meat Balls - Torpedos

Plus 50 Varieties of Sandwiches

Hot and Cold Drinks

"Thick Shakes"

All Our Sandwiches Made To Order

Right Before Your Eyes

WORLD'S BEST FOOD

What these students want, these students get. The "84" is a result of an idealistic history, re-
mout of a competitive society: our students personally regard it as a...
Last year, thousands of lawyers, bankers, accountants, engineers, doctors and businessmen went back to college.

And not just for the football games.

We'd like to clear up what appears to be a misunderstanding. It is somewhat popular on campus to deny a besotted classmate on the grounds that you stop learning once you start working for Clotch Nuts & Bolts. That idea is groundless.

We can't speak for Clotch, but we can for ourselves- Western Electric, the manufacturer and supplier of the Bell System, 5 out of 7 colleges graduated who have joined us over the past 10 years, for example, have retained their higher education.

Here's how for openers:

W.E.'s Tuition Rollin' plan lets employees pursue degrees while working for us. Over 6 thousand have attended schools in 41 states under this plan. We refund more than $1 million in tuition costs to employees a year.

To name another program: advanced engineering study, under the direction of Lehigh University, is conducted at our Engineering Research Center in Princeton, N.J. Selected employees are sent there from all over the country for a year's concentrated study leading to a master's degree.

You get the idea. We're for more learning in our business. After all, Western Electric doesn't make buggy whips. We make advanced communications equipment. And the Bell telephone network will need even more sophisticated devices by the time your 65th prendre rolls around.

The state of the art, never static, is where the action is.

At Western Electric, what's happening is the excitement and satisfaction of continuous doing and learning. If this happens to appeal to you, no matter what degree you're aiming for, check us out. And grab a piece of the action.
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THE TEXAS PAGE SEVEN

AD MAN STRESSES PLANNING

Prof. Stuart Kundrati and Mr. Harold Pryce discuss particular advertising problems during class lecture.

SPEAKING TRAVELERS

Teach students the chance to see a real line, "Man in a suit from Philadelphia," was awarded the first prize before the Monday morning meeting of the A. B. A. Chapter, which is part of the Tech B.B.A. Chapter. The speaker is his topic: "How to Plan an Advertising Program." The senior vice president at Coly Advertising, started his address with the necessity of effective planning, pointing out the need to plan before going into the advertising area, and staying with your work and your plan.

Mr. Pryce, who has lectured before many groups in the Boston area was very well-received by the attending students, who climbed on the door to listen to the other B.B.A. and I.E. students.

UNITED STATES

Women on a speaking tour I stayed overnight at the home of a local man.

"It's like having a dormitory coming out of your room. Good morning, sir, and good evening."

Mr. Pryce, "How are you?"

"I feel just like a renewed one,

But I'm not sure that..."

I asked him if he had died and gone to heaven.

"Not at all," he said.

"But I had my electric heater turned up too high."

A. E. W. Mason, (of course, it's"

Our mountain on the regional football reached second place.

"That's a must for the most important man to call on in a tight situation.""
The game was not won until the sharp, fast-thinking quarterback with the option play, who could catch the cliff yardage; a few great minus the end with the "tackles" and "fingers" on the monster tackle to hold the ball.

Finaly we raced on an old-timer who had raced for a remarkable long time at a southeastern college. "All the team were good men to have around,"

he agreed. "Like to always look back to see who's in there and why they stay on their shoulders after every game, twin size bed, the,"

the assistant said that it had been like that for a long time, "And they'll keep me an old-timer even.""

As an operation, my father had used the usual feeling and damages strapped on him. A shame, which some thought that he couldn't try the restaurant cleaner. "Plug in a car," my father said wildly. "Everything else..."

Wore I was called away from a party early, my half form had been left with the sticks and typed that I take it with me. At least he had been at the battle in the refrigerator. Later I encountered my ten-year-old daughter. "Finally, the restaurant cleaner," she boasted, "Ran out of pop you had in the refrigerator. We saved them all at home."

Worn out, she said. "Worse? I deserved. "How?"

They could have been shushed or suddenly...

The Staff of THE TEXT wish you a joyous Christmas.

It is our sincere wish to serve you better in the coming year.

We shall be glad to help, Inquire Box 1068

FIN:

PETER PARK DRIVE
PAWTUCKET BLVD.

Featuring:-"Breasted" Chicken Char-Broil Hamburges - Frankfurts Thiek Shakes French Fries

1 mile up Rte. 113 toward N. H.
Pass this quiz and Eastern will fly you to Florida or 79 other places for half fare.

Any 12-year-old can pass it.

1. I am 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 years old. (Circle one.)

2. I would like to spend $3 for an identification card entitling me to fly at half fare when a seat is available on Eastern Airlines flights to 80 destinations. □ True □ False

3. My name is (Please print)

4. My home address is (street)

5. I was born on (month/day/year)

6. To prove this answer to Question 5, I will submit a photocopy of my

   ☐ Birth certificate □ Driver's license □ Draft card

7. I am a male/female. (Cross out one.)

8. I am a student at (school name)

9. My residence address there is (street)

10. Eastern Airlines should mail my I.D. card to

   ☐ Home address □ School address

I attest that all answers above are true.

Now, mail the quiz, proof of age and a $3 check or money order to:

Eastern Airlines

P.O. Box 333

10 Rockefeller Plaza

New York, N.Y. 10020

Or take some to any of our ticket offices.

If you're 12 through 21 and qualify, you'll soon get your I.D. card. It entitles you to an Eastern Coach seat at half fare, on a space-available basis. Except on April 7 and certain days during the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays, you can fly in any of Eastern's destinations within the continental U.S., including Florida.

O.B.

DINER

Whether President or Student

The Service is the Same

Alfred "Boode" Swanson, Mgr.

Sundays 6:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.

Mon.-Fri. 8:00 A.M. to 11:30 P.M.

GAMES

1. surprise which of the following morning newspaper?

2. does it occur to you that God is there and he loves you?

3. yes... any day you get expecting for a birthday gift?

4. does it occur to you that with a good food, it means a good food?

5. the shape of a snowflake

6. "Opportunity knocks but once" — but unfortunately, temptation keeps hanging about,

SKI HELI

Twenty years ago, the American sportsman golfed, hunted, played tennis, swam. At school, he participated in football, baseball, basketball. A few fearless mortals went into track and other teams. Today, the American sportsman surfs, works dives, sky dives, and skis. These new sports have been discovered by the majority of sportsmen who have ceased to play. Though they require a different kind of skill, they possess an aura of excitement, danger, glamour, and freedom. The "new breed of sports" offers the participant an experience rather than a game.

The new sports are noncompetitive, daring, and for which, not as a source of knowledge of the rules. These are sports in which a man can be challenged rather than threatened at them.

The oldest of the "new sports" dates back to the Lots. They discovered that it was easier to move over snow with a bound strapped to one's feet. They discovered, in fact, that they could move over it even after the first World War. From the very beginning it had been a glamorous sport -- Chutes, weekend trips, Austrian ski sweaters. More important than discovering anything about skiing is that it is like ballet dancing. You don't do it in public until you can do it well on a little snow somewhere besides the most popular ski slope. Nothing could be more exciting than to find a skier on your bottom in a variety of ungraceful positions.

The greatest thrill of skiing is the first moment when you un that a true sense of the shoulders and a flick of the hips -- when you no longer need to force your skis into the "snowplow" movement -- the gawkly mark of the beginner.

For skiing uses the bent physical force to achieve the maximum result. It is a sport which does not require large muscle.

As for the sexual side of skiing, it's a "snoopy" sport. The movements of the body, the atmosphere of the resort, the healthiness, makes skiing an ideal sport for the expectant or expecting. You can save yourself before you know about skiing. If you live anywhere near snow take advantage of it. Very soon the people will have mountains which express the true meaning of the sport of skiing.

If you have never tried skiing, you should. If you have tried it and it's the same emotion experience as an acting back, take the advice of the Chelton Little. "...now, the story of my story, though my story's kind of far -- for such luck, Charles, there's help -- buy the fashioned key to the start will sell you a man, but don't let people catch you on the slope."

HISTORY OF ATHLETICS

At Lowell Tech

Did you know that-

1. Lowell Textile football team was organized in 1900.
2. The 1905-06 basketball team beat Dartmouth, 24 to 21.
3. Money coached the baseball and football teams, 1913-14.
5. Lowell Tech played Holy Cross a 5 to 0 tie basketball game in 1921.
7. Lowell Textile football team won the state championship in 1928.
8. "Pete" was played every minute of all 32 football games played by L.T. 1926- 29.
10. L.T. basketball teams of 1925-1926 had the best won and lost records.
11. Carl Bruns, the highest basketball scorer player in L.T.
12. Carl Bruns, the highest basketball scorer player in L.T.
15. President K. A. Fox was captain of 1838 base-Ball.
17. Bob Walker pitched L.T. to a 1-0 win, with only 2 losses in 1952.
19. "L.T. was the most athletically com- plete athletic team ever to be in New England except Yale and Williams."

Federal Program of Reinsurance Stiffness Growth

A Federal program of reinin- sureance of private pension plans would seriously hamper well-administered funds and ultimately could reduce ben- efits available to beneficiaries of such pension plans, the National Associ- ation of Manufacturers said in the rejection of the bill S. 1076.

The NAM statement filed with the Senate Finance Committee, Finance said that insuring pri- vate pension plans against the in- ability to pay promised benefits amounts to insuring against business failure. This, it said, is an "uninsurable" risk.

Since a premium rate would cover "invested-excess" risk, the statement contended, there would be effective deterrent to expenses that take away, the burden of which would fall on the vast majority of soundly financed private pension plans.

NAM agreed with Secretary of Labor William Wirtz that a reinsurance program such as the one proposed would require minimum standards of covering funding, investment, manage- ment and other practices. Each Federal standards would serious- ly inhibit the flexibility which is the primary factor enabling the system to meet the needs of a varied group of employ- ing employees groups and their employers. NAM stated.

The Senate Finance Committee "will continue to support the bill strongly. However, the committee could not recommend the bill. NAM's program would provide for a system of private pension plans which would enable employers to establish and maintain approved pension plans. S. 1576 would act as a deterrent to these objectives, and we urge its rejection."

LOWELL TECH Basketball

by Jim McGinn

LOWELL TECH ATHLETICS

The Lowell Tech basketball team traveled to Detroit, Mich., recently for a three-game opening against Faith Juke.

The Tech players got an offensive moving during any part of the week's play. They were mistakes and costly faults. Tech met with a 33 to 12, 67 to 42, and 61 to 20, respectively. We will not score our first point, because of the strong defense of Tech players, and with limit the game to 10 points out of 20, while Tech regu- larly for 15. Tech's Tom Longstreet, we were able to score only once on during the opening game. In the second quarter of the third game, Tom Longstreet had a three-point shot, and Johnny Murphy, Billy Welech and Tom Longstreet, the team's leaders in scoring, made four more points.

Ed Bulluck was a standout on the team, and Ralph Townshend was a regular. The game was won, however, only, by a broken bone suffered in a private match."
By Paul Mento
On Thursday, December 1, the Lowell Tech Terriers opened their basketball season with a heart-breaking 57-46 loss to Tufts University on the Junior's home court. While leading most of the way Tech fell behind in the last few minutes and Tufts held on for the win. A disappointing start to the season? Yes, but the game was far from a total loss. Despite the loss, I think the game was one of the brightest spots in Tech's athletic endeavors for a number of years. Over two hundred students came out to support our team. Over two hundred != an away game in the middle of the week. For the past four years Tech has not drawn a crowd this large. The beginning of the season is a responsibility. The attendance at the game was a reflection of the student body. Believe it or not it looks like it. The game apparently wasn't limited only to the student body. Also in attendance at the game were several members of our faculty. I would like to thank President Dick Diamond and the rest of the student council for supplying the three buttons that made this turnout possible.

The Terriers bounced back in their next game with an 82-43 victory over a surprisingly strong New England College team.
The injury bug which plagued the Tech soccer team has seemed to carry over to the basketball team. The day before the TULL game center Bill Weilag suffered a broken nose. Although he was able to play, he had to wear a nose guard which undoubtedly hurt his performance.

Well, I see we have a new gym for the rest of our home games this month. Unfortunately it isn't our gym, it belongs to Lowell State. But next month is the month. Our gym is going to open. Honest! On January 8 we will play MIT in the Thomas Center Gymnasium. I've been looking forward to this for so long, I can hardly believe that it is actually going to happen.

My congratulations to Coach Morrison and the baseball team. They opened the season with a 4-3 victory over MIT. The team has gained varsity status this year and it seems the Coach Morrison has assembled a powerful squad.
At this time I would like to welcome Grant Carroll to the athletic staff. Mr. Carroll will be in charge of the swimming pool in the gym. Tentatively there will be intermural swimming competition this spring under his supervision. More on this in future issues.

Below are some general rules issued by the athletic department for the new physical education building:
All persons using the facilities are expected to observe conduct, behavior, and general:
1. Please enter the building via Riverside Street thru the north door (Senior level).
2. Any unauthorized persons found in the building will be treated as trespassers.
3. Only persons in proper attire (gym clothes and sneakers) may use the facilities.
4. Please report any injury to the physical education department immediately.
5. No smoking in the building.
6. No ice or beverage may be taken into the gym, pool, or exercise room.
7. Good maintenance starts with YOU!

THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT
110 TEXTILE AVENUE
Come On Over and Get The Best
GOOD FOOD — FAIR PRICES
Open 7 A.M. to 10:30 P.M. Daily — 9:30 A.M. to 10:15 P.M.
HOME-COOKED BREAKFAST and DINNER SPECIALS EVERY DAY
FREE GIFTS ON PURCHASE OF MEAL TICKETS

SAVE - 5% - SAVE
LOWELL TECH ASSOCIATES

EVERYTHING FOR THAT GUY OR GAL!
BOOKS
SWEATSHIRTS
SUPPLIES AND GIFTS
NOVELTIES
LET'S BOOKSTORE
COME IN AND BROWSE AROUND